Q1: 	Why did you start label?

A1: 	upitup records started out in 2003 as the musical baby of a few guys from rome (italy) and stuttgart (germany) who met each others during a student-exchange. we initially just wanted to make our sounds accessible to the public. the idea was to create an open platform for sharing ideas and staying/getting in contact with people. until now, upitup remains completely uninfected by commercial interests.

Q2: 	Why is the label called Upitup? What's behind the name of the label?

A2: 	the slogan "upitup" can be seen as a battlecry of digital culture . unless you "up something up to the network", it stays where it is, unshared (in your brain, on your pc etc.). to "up it up" equally means to "go for it", to "make it hot".

Q3: 	What tune/genre has label released?

A3: 	upitup has released mostly electronic music. in terms of genres - phew - many... acid rap, future polka, hobby house/jewish disco, bump 'n' bass... just to name a few...

Q4: 	What do you think the main difference between Net Label to Real Label?

A4: 	with a non-commercial netlabel you are not bound to release economically promising stuff. you can virtually put out anything without running the risk of going under. the only thing you have to pay for when running a netlabel is webspace. there are a lot of factors that make you much more flexible than a commercial label.

Q5: 	What do you think of Radiohead's online album, his experiment, and result?

A5: 	concerning the band's popularity, it was clear that the concept would work out. this doesn't reflect the situation of musicians that were not massively promoted by labels before. in these dimensions it doesn't make a lot of difference whether people pay a dollar just for one song or for the whole album, so the conclusions that can be drawn by political or economical respects remain exclusive to those that have already been promoted by traditional methods. as far as i know they are now selling the album as a nicely designed digipack with lots of gadgets included. it would be interesting to investigate the importance of such artifacts to the consumer compared to a purely digital product.


Q6: 	What do you think the music industry become in the future?

A6: 	if the majors want to stick to selling decomposing digital rights managed compact discs at profit margins that lost touch with reality, we kiss their fat asses goodbye. anyway, they won't be able to keep up their strategies since nowadays the real bucks are made with playback technology - and content of course. obviously in this system the musician will take the last place again…


Q7: 	What is the most important thing about Net Label?

A7: 	netlabels helped to put a different view on sharing digital files and music distribution. most netlabels don't provide solutions for the future of the music industry, but all of them are aware that digital sound and the internet are having a huge impact on society, art and economy. netlabels are just anarchically surfing on the wave of this power.

Q8: 	What is the pleasure of the management of Net Label? A8: see above

Q9: 	What's the next step for you and label?

A9: 	make the djs happy and release some funky ass vinyl records.

Q10: 	Please send a message for Japanese Music Fans! Q10: こんにちは日本! if you make electronic music, send us your demo - if you like electronic music, visit our page and drop us a message! 会う希望 @ upitup.com


